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Potential impacts of emerging and disruptive technologies on the cyber domain will shape the 
various aspects of future security environment, including artificial intelligence or machine learning, 
autonomous systems or vehicles, telecommunications and information technologies, satellites and 
space vehicles, human-machine interfaces, quantum computing and cyber-attacks. These elements 
or factors are the integral parts of a hybrid warfare of which “cyber-space” considered as the 5th 
aspect. 
 
A future epidemic, which is still not a hypothesis, but a probability, will may include "the challenges 
concerning cyber-security domain and competitive governance in the ecosystem" during the post-
Covid-19 period. In fact, the increasingly sophisticated cyber-security technologies have now 
become indispensable. The business models and sustainable development perspectives are 
changing, based on the idea, which is one of the results of epidemic crisis, that the shift from "linear 
economy" to "circular economy" is not an option but a necessity, and driven by the concepts such as 
"green economy" and "digital revolution". This shift, which implies new global standards, has the 
potential to completely change the competitiveness indexes. Information economies driven by the 
"digital revolution", which gives a new meaning or value to "power and property" concepts or 
"capitalism", will be at the heart of the agenda over the coming decades. 
 
It is a priority for Türkiye in this context to reconsider, so as to make contribution to friendly and 
brotherly countries, the scale of the cyber industry and to establish a national investment and 
capacity building program in the ecosystem. Cyber industry, which includes more effective and 
strategic aspects compared to usual foreign trade products and services will contribute to 
interdependence, prosperity and a modern security model underpinned by the economic capacity 
that it will be able to build during its transformation process. 
 
The 2nd Istanbul Cyber-Security Conference will be held in this framework and with a motivation to 
offer policy options for decision makers from public or private sectors and civil society, proactive 
economic cooperation, model project/program proposals, and to make a strategic contribution to 
global academic/expertise accumulation/experiences. 
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Internet of Things and Cyber-Security 
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